
Berkeley Group 1

Tree Strategy

SHBC’s arboricultural officer has commented on the tree removal 
proposals for the site and has stated that consideration needs to be given 
for the provision of semi mature stock planting within the interior of the 
site and that appropriate space is given to these.

A total of 125 trees and multi-stems are shown on the landscape 
masterplan for the site. These break down into the following categories:
• 50 no. semi-mature trees
• 67 no. nursery stock trees
• 8 no. multi stems

Trees to rear gardens are normally specified as 10-12 cm girth with trees to 
front gardens and parking courts either being 14-16cm girth or 16-18cm 
girth.
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The existing landscape assets and the 
natural character of  the site have informed 
the landscape strategy for the masterplan. 
The key feature being the retention of  the 
existing good quality trees along Sturt Road 
and the creation of  a green open space for 
play formed around the two retained oak 
trees within the site.

The removal of  the existing leylandii to the 
eastern boundary allows for the opportunity 
for more appropriate groups of  tree planting 
along Sturt Road. New tree planting shown 
along this boundary will be larger semi-
mature trees so will have an immediate 
visual impact and help to retain the rural 
character of  this stretch of  road.

The above plan shows tree planting across 
the development which will include native 
species and fruit-bearing species to provide 
foraging opportunities for wildlife.

A total of  125 trees and multi-stems are 
shown on the landscape masterplan for the 
site. These break down into the following 
categories: 

 50 no. semi-mature trees 
 67 no. nursery stock trees 
 8 no. multi stems 

Larger trees are also shown planted within 
the interior of  the site and appropriate space 
is given to the planting of  these. Trees to rear 

and front gardens are shown to be planted 
as smaller nursery stock trees.

The tree planting strategy for the site is 
designed to have an immediate impact when 
installed, improve the visual appearance 
of  this section of  Sturt Road and help to 
deliver a quality residential development for 
the site.
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